"... I can see nothing VERY clearly now!"
"Sweet dreamin' in paradise ..."
“Tranquility is a state of MIND ...”
"... but Johnny 5 is ALIVE ..."
“Equilibrium ...”

“... One particle **MORE** !”

“XYZ, boson, weirdon, klingon ...”

“... One force **LESS** !”
"Chemistry ... is in the AIR tonight"
“Play it again Sam ...”

\[ P(\text{WINST}) = \int_0^\infty p(N) \, dN \]

? > 0 @#$!??

\[ P := 0; \text{real}; \]
\[ B := \text{false}; \text{boolean}; \]
\[ \text{for } N = 1 \text{ to } N; \]
\[ \text{do } P = P + P_N; \]
\[ B = (P > 0); \]
\[ \text{write } B; \text{end} \]